Additional donors needed to achieve blood quota

By Gary Gurney
Secretariat division heads and five Finance Board members were elected at Thursday's In-Quire Committee meeting in the Flavin room meeting room.

Four division heads

Selected as Secretariat division heads were sophomores Clyde Bet
dell '69 and Mark of Phi Delta Theta, Scott Marks of Phi Delta Theta, and Dougge Gordon of Alpha Phi Delta. Retting will be directly in charge of Freshman Orientation Week activities, and Miss Gordon will be in control of all activities and also act as parking manager. Marks will coordinate the efforts of Freshman Club, and Miss Gordon will be in charge of activities room keys.

Ten sophomores sought for Court X program

By Tod Kyppes
The experimental Undergrad-
uate Systems Program of Court XX will select ten sophomores for participation in the program. Professors Willard Peay, advisor to the Program, will determine which problems to study and in which manner they will study these problems.

In order that more sophomores may participate in this year's program, those who have already participated will be held off. Only those sophomores who will be available to discuss the fifteen topics will be present in the program. Professees may have to be at 7:30, U.S.P. members will be available at Delta Delta, Alpha Tau Omega, and Beta Theta.

Beliner P. is also important for all interested in the program to understand how this program is viewed by the Sloan School and the motivation behind the Sloan School's concern. These ten, together with Profes-
sors, will be the core of all future projects.

LSC presents Enthoven, Rowen

The Lecture Series Committee will present a lecture tonight at 8 pm in 26-100 entitled The McNamarra Revolution. The lecture will be presented by Dr. Anthony Enthoven, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis. The lecture will be presented by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget.

Dr. Enthoven spoke two years ago at Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar and earned his Ph.D. in Economics from MIT. In 1964 he joined the Defense Department for a year.

The conference, sponsored by the Department of Political Science and the School of International Studies, was primarily concerned with the topics: the relationship between the natural and social sciences and the relationship of government to science.

Johnson Welcomes Delegates

President-elect Johnson, who welcomed the delegates, stressed the importance both of integrating approaches within the social sciences and of extending the ingenuity and physical sciences to solve the problems of our lives.

Atmosphere of Social Science

Dr. Millikan described a unique atmosphere as highly con
ductive to fruitful methodological development. He emphasized that this in which social science can be practiced.

In particular, Dr. Millikan urged those students who have been "theoretically oriented" and in the social sciences who can speak the same language and still have a firm inter-disciplinary background.

Saturday Lunchcheon

During the Saturday afternoon lunchcheon, Dr. Edgar H. Scheibe, Head of the Agency for International Development, spoke on "The future of our food supply." (Please turn to page 5)
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